
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Bridging the Gap Sixth Form History 

 
The IB History course covers aspects of C20th world history.   
Standard Level students take exam papers 1, 2 and the Internal Assessment.   
Higher level students take the same exam papers plus paper 3. 
 
Outline content 
 
Paper 1 
The move to global war (Japan, Italy, Germany between WWI/WWII) 
 
Paper 2 
C20th authoritarian states 
Causes and effects of C20th wars 
 
Paper 3 
History of the Americas (C20th – Higher Level option only) 
Internal Assessment (coursework) 
A topic of the student’s choosing 
 
 
Preparation 
 
IB History students might or might not have a qualification in the subject at GCSE level or similar.  If you have such 
a qualification, you might well have already studied some of the topics on the course, especially those involved 
in papers one and two.  It is highly unlikely that you will have studied them all, however. And even those which 
you have studied will be covered differently at IB level and the exam questions will take a different form. 
 
Some background reading (or viewing or listening) is always a good idea when studying history.  To this end you 
should make use of the extensive resources list provided.  If you are unsure where to start, maybe try the Spanish 
Civil War: this was a fascinating conflict with international dimensions and attracted authors such as Hemingway 
and Orwell to become involved.  In many ways, it encapsulated the ideological turmoil affecting inter war Europe 
and was a dress rehearsal for WWII. The topic is studied by both SL and HL students . If you are going to be taking 
HL History, the Mexican Revolution might appeal; this will almost certainly be new to you. 
 
No formal written work is expected but it is worth making brief notes so that you do not forget everything that 
you have learned. And you never know when they will come in useful as you get more deeply into the course over 
the next couple of years. 
 
If you need more specific guidance, do not hesitate to contact either of the IB teachers at Taunton School: 
 Robert.gallimore@tauntonschool.co.uk 
Laura.brayley@tauntonschool.co.uk 
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